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As an exploratory step toward integrating differing views in the field of top management succes-
sion, this study takes an open system’s perspective and examines the effect of top management
succession on organizational performance, in particular decision-making accuracy, under condi-
tions where various organizational and environmental factors can interact. Through a formal
computer simulation model that captures the basic behaviors of human decision making and the
fundamental characteristics of organizational and environmental settings, the results show that
whether top management successions may affect organizational performance, and if so, how
organizational performance may be affected, depends on such contextual variables as industry
environment, organizational structure, succession type, and organizational age. This study has
also demonstrated the importance of moving toward a more systematic and precise contingency
approach and the power of computer modeling in understanding the multilevel process of top
management succession in complex and dynamic organizations.
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The past two decades have witnessed an increasing interest in the topic of
top management succession (Kesner & Sebora, 1994). Studies in this area
have ranged from antecedents for top management successions (Dalton &
Kesner, 1985) to characteristics distinguishing insider from outsider succes-
sions (Goodstein & Boeker, 1991; Zajac, 1990) and further to the effect of
such successions on market indicators such as stock prices and shareholder
reactions (Davidson, Worrell, & Dutia, 1993; Worrell, Davidson, & Glas-
cock, 1993). There is, however, an alarming lack of systematic consideration
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of the broad organizational and environmental context (Datta &
Rajagopalan, 1998). Additionally, only limited attention has been paid to the
impact of top management successions on organizations’ performance in
making strategic decisions, which we believe is critical for understanding
effective organizational operations (Scott, 1987).

This study will attempt to extend prior research by relying on an open sys-
tem’s perspective and using a special methodology—computer modeling.
We focus on the multilevel processes of organizations and treat organiza-
tions as adaptive open systems. Our interest is not in the factors that contrib-
ute to top management successions. Rather, we are interested in the effect of
such successions on organizational performance, that is, decision-making
accuracy and the situations under which important contingency factors such
as external environment, organizational structure, succession type, and orga-
nizational age may matter.

By modeling the essence of human decision-making behavior and focus-
ing on the contrasting effects of contingency factors of research interest, we
hope findings from this study can shed new light on future research in top
management successions and potentially help bridge different views in the
field.

STATE OF PRIOR RESEARCH

Top management succession is a critical organizational decision (Datta &
Rajagopalan, 1998; Hambrick & Mason, 1984). The selection of personnel
to fill such a position in the event of a top management change has been stud-
ied extensively in the areas of organization theory, strategic management,
and strategic human resources management (Datta & Rajagopalan, 1998;
Miller, 1993). Many researchers have paid great attention to antecedents for
top management successions ranging from performance conditions (Dalton
& Kesner, 1985; Datta & Guthrie, 1994) to deaths of top executives (Worrell
& Davidson, 1987; Worrell, Davidson, Chandy, & Garrison, 1988), as they
believe the preconditions of organizations are important for understanding
why organizations change their top managers. Some others, on the other
hand, have focused on the different characteristics between insiders and out-
siders for top management successions (Goodstein & Boeker, 1991; Zajac,
1990), as these are not only the two most common types of succession but
also may have different consequences for organizations, even though the lat-
ter is often not fully studied. Some scholars have further explored the sym-
bolic reason for organizations’ selecting specific types of successors
(Gifford, 1997; Hannan & Freeman, 1989; Lieberson & O’Connor, 1972).
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Then there are other researchers who have shown interest in the effect of top
management succession on organizations, although mostly through market
and shareholders reactions such as stock prices (Beatty & Zajac, 1987;
Davidson et al., 1993; Worrell et al., 1993).

In this study we are interested in the impact of top management succession
on organizational performance, in particular the outcome of decision mak-
ing. Research on the impact of top management succession on organizations
has provided some fragmented and even inconsistent views (Haveman,
1993; Kesner & Dalton, 1994). The first view believes that a top manager is
vital to an organization’s success and that top management successions can
bring positive changes to organizations. Scholars of this view have generally
regarded top management succession as an adaptive process that is necessary
for a successful organization (Dalton & Kesner, 1985; Helmich, 1974;
Helmich & Brown, 1972). They argue that top management successions can
reduce conflict and provide a conduit for external information, which
enables an organization to become better attuned to environmental demands
(Guest, 1962; Helmich, 1974; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1977, 1978; Singh, House,
& Tucker, 1986; Virany, Tushman, & Romanelli, 1992) or to signal its inten-
tions to change (Reinganum, 1985). Some of the studies have even shown
that up to 40% of the variance of organizational performance can be
explained by such leader changes (Day & Lord, 1988; Pfeffer & Davis-
Blake, 1986; Weiner & Mahoney, 1981).

Some other studies, however, have found that top management succes-
sions have had no effect on organizational performance (Samuelson,
Galbraith, & McGuire, 1985). As some researchers have suggested, there
may be a null relationship between succession and organizational perfor-
mance (Haveman, 1993). Two reasons have been put forward. The first rea-
son focuses on the internal inertia of organizations, in that organizations are
often under their environmental and institutional constraints and so execu-
tive actions may be limited and managerial impact minimized (Hannan &
Freeman, 1984; White, Smith, & Barnett, 1997). Scholars of this view have
frequently found a lack of empirical support for the impact of top manage-
ment succession on organizations (Cannella & Lubatkin, 1993). The second
reason argues that the top management succession process is relatively
nonadaptive because of the large number of persons and their vested interests
involved (Child, 1972; Hannan & Freeman, 1984, Lieberson & O’Connor,
1972). Even though environment may be dynamic, organizations, particu-
larly the large ones, tend to resist change, due to self-interests of the parties
involved, organizational politics such as scapegoating (Gamson & Scotch,
1964), and power distribution (Ocasio, 1994).
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Then, there is the vicious circle view, which believes that top management
changes can only add disruptions to the organization, thus worsening the per-
formance (Cannella & Lubatkin, 1993; Grusky, 1963). For example, Fried-
man and Singh (1989) have suggested that top management succession may
result in two types of disruptions: destroying the fit between the organization
and its environment and disrupting its internal authority structure. Both dis-
ruptions are believed to decrease organizational performance.

The above brief review has revealed a fragmented field with a serious lack
of systematic consideration of the broad environmental and organizational
context including external environment, organizational structure, succession
type, and organizational age. An increasing number of scholars in the field of
top management succession have recognized the importance of contingency
factors (Reinganum, 1985). For example, some studies have begun to ask
questions of how and when organizational factors may matter in top manage-
ment successions (Datta & Rajagopalan, 1998; Friedman & Singh, 1989).
Others have considered firm size and firm R&D intensity (Guthrie & Datta,
1997). Some other researchers have begun to explore how organizational
factors such as size and growth may play a role in top management succes-
sions (Day & Lord, 1988; Samuelson et al., 1985). However, the outcome
variable of these studies is often about the characteristics of top management
successors with no further expansion to the fundamental aspect of organiza-
tional performance such as decision making. Finally, there are studies that
have discussed the importance of matching top management characteristics
to industry characteristics (Osborn, Jauch, Martine, & Glueck, 1981; Pfeffer
& Salancik, 1977; Smith & White, 1987; J. D. Thompson, 1967). How and
what match should be sought and under what conditions, however, have not
been fully explored.

AN OPEN SYSTEM’S PERSPECTIVE

In this study, we take an open system’s perspective and argue that the
impact of top management succession on organizational performance can
only be fully understood with a systematic contingency approach (Lawrence
& Lorsch, 1967; Scott, 1987; J. D. Thompson, 1967). Following many other
organizational scholars, we believe that uncertainties, interdependencies,
and contingencies in the organizational environment can affect not only the
operation of the organization but also the distribution of power and control
within the organization, which in turn can influence top management succes-
sions (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). With this open system’s perspective, the
top management succession is no longer an isolated event but a dynamic and
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complex organizational decision process that can be subject to the influences
of not only the external environment but also the internal organizational
characteristics. Therefore, to fully understand the impact of top management
succession on organizational performance, we need to consider the broad
organizational and environmental context. In this study, we start out by
addressing the following two questions: (a) What, if any, is the impact of top
management successions on organizational performance, in particular, deci-
sion-making accuracy and (b) what are the respective roles of industry envi-
ronment, organizational structure, succession type, and organizational age in
such top management successions?

INDUSTRY ENVIRONMENT

Organizations are open systems (J. D. Thompson, 1967). They operate in
industry environments that can affect organizations’ operations or even sur-
vival (Hannan & Freeman, 1977; Milliken, 1990). Whereas there are multi-
ple characteristics of the industry environment that can affect how organiza-
tions respond, one of the most fundamental dimensions has always been
whether an industry environment is predictable or unpredictable (Aldrich,
1979; Lin & Carley, 1997a). A predictable environment features situations
where there can be very stable and concentrated customer demands. Organi-
zations can largely rely on institutionalized procedures to deal with organiza-
tional problems. As a result, the role of top management may be limited and
so the top management succession may not benefit organizational perfor-
mance. On the other hand, an unpredictable environment features unstable
and diverse customer demands, which requires more incremental adaptation
by the organization and more individual expertise to tackle the problems
(Virany et al., 1992). As a result, top management successions in this envi-
ronment may have more impact on organizational performance.

Scholars of top management succession have long emphasized the impor-
tance of understanding environmental conditions (Lieberson & O’Connor,
1972; Virany et al., 1992). Tushman and Rosenkopf (1996), for example,
have conducted studies on how turbulent and stable environmental contexts
may affect the performance outcomes of executive team changes. Spe-
cifically, they found that reorganizations at the top level are negatively asso-
ciated with subsequent performance in stable environments but positively
associated with subsequent performance in turbulent environments. Other
researchers have also echoed their findings (Guthrie & Olian, 1991;
Schwartz & Menon, 1985). Based on these, we may have the following
hypothesis.
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Hypothesis 1: Industry environment should have a significant effect on an organi-
zation’s performance change resulting from top management successions.
Specifically, an unpredictable environment will have a more positive effect
than a predictable environment.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Organizations use structures to coordinate members’ activities and exert
controls (Coleman, 1990; Mintzberg, 1983; Pugh et al., 1963). Although
some prior studies on top management succession have discussed limited
organizational factors such as size and board composition (Goodstein &
Boeker, 1991), very few have looked beyond the top management position to
examine the broader governance structure of a firm (Carroll, 1984). As a
result, most studies on top management succession have virtually treated the
organization as a black box, with little or no internal structures’ being sys-
tematically explored.

Although there are different forms of organizational structures (Lin &
Carley, 1997b), it is feasible to limit ourselves to the study of hierarchy ver-
sus team structures because the two forms of structures are not only the most
studied in management research but also represent the two ends of the struc-
tural spectrum (Weick, 1979). These two structures should pose different
challenges to top management succession, even though literature has been
scarce in that regard (Lin & Hui, 1999). A hierarchy structure has generally
been regarded as one that is based on the premise that individuals’ actions
should bear limited impact on organizations (Mackenzie, 1978). As institu-
tional theorists believe, organizations design hierarchy structures to limit
members’ roles and reduce individual members’ information processing
load so that the reliance on individuals including top managers can be mini-
mized (Pfeffer, 1982; Powell & DiMaggio, 1991). Therefore, there should be
little performance effect due to top management changes.

On the other hand, there are suggestions that a team structure may also
limit the impact of top management succession, as a team structure is formed
on the concept of consensus building, power sharing, and member versatility
(Janis, 1982). As a result, an individual member’s turnover may have little
impact on the organization as a whole. Based on these considerations, we
could expect the following.

Hypothesis 2: Organizational structure in general will have little effect on the
change of organizational performance resulting from top management
successions.
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However, this pattern may change under different environments as schol-
ars have suggested that different structures may be best suited in different
environments (Courtright, Fairhurst, & Rogers, 1989; J. D. Thompson,
1967). Specifically, a team structure is suggested to be better off in an unpre-
dictable environment as members have better information-processing capa-
bility and can help each other with their diverse expertise (Burns & Stalker,
1961). On the other hand, for a hierarchy organization, the members’ infor-
mation-processing capability is limited by the design and so may be more
suitable for dealing with a predictable industry environment (Hall, 1991;
Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967). As a result, we would expect the following
hypothesis.

Hypothesis 3: A hierarchy structure will help top management successions to have
a positive impact on organizational performance in a predictable industry
environment whereas a team structure will do so in an unpredictable industry
environment.

SUCCESSION TYPE

Researchers have also shown a great interest in two main types of top
management successions: internal promotions and external hirings. Numer-
ous studies have underscored the different characteristics for the two types of
successions and explored the antecedents to such successions at the top man-
agement level (Helmich & Brown, 1972; Zajac, 1990). Their focus, how-
ever, has mostly been on the organizational causes of top management suc-
cessions for triggering different types of successions (Dalton & Kesner,
1985; Worrell et al., 1988). Oftentimes, the impact of such successions on
organizational performance is largely unattended.

In this study, we wish to explore what impact each type of succession may
possess on organizational performance. Research in this area has suggested
that organizations hoping for much better performance tend to go for external
hiring because such a move is expected to bring more dramatic changes in
overcoming organizational inertia (White et al., 1997). Some researchers
seemed to have confirmed such an assertion in their studies of organizations
with a poor initial state (Cannella & Lubatkin, 1993; Schwartz & Menon,
1985). However, other studies have shown that oftentimes, organizations
take such dramatic approaches not for the performance sake but for symbolic
reasons such as finding scapegoats (Boeker, 1992; Hannan & Freeman,
1989; Lieberson & O’Connor, 1972) or appeasing stockholders (Worrell
et al., 1993). Their argument, based on power and politics, suggests that top
management succession is more a political process than an organizational
process for performance improvement. Others have also questioned the
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effectiveness of external hirings as they suggest that an external successor’s
different industry background may impede the potential improvement of
organizational performance (Guthrie & Datta, 1997; Wiersema, 1992). As a
result, internal promotions may in general be more beneficial to the organiza-
tional performance than external hirings (Lieberson & O’Connor, 1972;
Worrell et al., 1993).

Hypothesis 4: Internal promotions in general tend to have a more positive effect on
the change of organizational performance resulting from top management suc-
cessions than external hirings.

ORGANIZATIONAL AGE

Another important aspect that is often being overlooked in studies of top
management succession is the age of the organization. For this study, we
believe prior findings from other organizational fields may be helpful for
better understanding the issue of top management succession. Population
ecologists, for example, have frequently alerted our attention to the impor-
tance of organizational age through such issues as organizational newness
and mortality (Carroll, 1984; Singh, Tucker, & House, 1986). From the per-
spective that organizations are adaptive systems, we take the position that
age is a strong indicator of the accumulated experience and is highly impor-
tant to organizations (Kimberly & Miles, 1980; Lant & Mezias, 1992). We
believe top management successions are about the replacement of experi-
ences, whether old or new. Some prior studies have shown the effect of orga-
nizational age in the process of organizational changes (Carroll, 1984;
Guthrie & Olian, 1991). One study, for example, has found that the effect of
top management successions may be more apparent and positive on young
organizations (Greiner and Bhambri, 1989). On the other hand, for more
mature organizations, which tend to be more institutionalized and more legit-
imized with a better track record, top management successions may have lit-
tle or even negative effect on organizational performance (Hannan & Free-
man, 1977). Given these, we can have the last hypothesis.

Hypothesis 5: Organizational age will have a more positive impact on the change
of organizational performance resulting from top management successions in
young organizations than in mature organizations.

ORGANIZATIONAL DECISION-MAKING PERFORMANCE

Organizational performance has been represented by a wide range of indi-
cators. Research has shown that it is impossible to obtain the best or suffi-
cient indicator of organizational performance (Kahn, 1977; Molnar & Rogers,
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1976) and that whether an organization is said to be effective depends on “the
purposes and constraints placed on the organizational effectiveness investi-
gation” (Cameron, 1986). In this study, we examine one aspect of organiza-
tional performance, accuracy of decision outcomes (M. D. Cohen, March, &
Olsen, 1972; Hollenbeck, Ilgen, LePine, Colquitt, & Hedlund, 1998; Lin &
Carley, 1997a). The view of organizational performance from a decision-
making or problem solving aspect is consistent with the open system’s per-
spective of organizations that emphasizes information processing and prob-
lem solving (Hall, 1991; J. D. Thompson, 1967). The importance of decision
making cannot be overemphasized. Simon (1947) claims decision making to
be the “heart of organizations.” Price (1968) regards decision making “the
necessity in all organizations.” Scott (1987) also considers decision making
the basic operation of an organization. Although we understand that organi-
zations may have different performance criteria depending on the nature of
their existence, it is our belief that to achieve any kind of success, organiza-
tions must make good decisions. How well an organization makes its deci-
sions thus becomes the center of organizational performance.

SUMMARY

In this research, we take the view that organizations are open systems that
can be influenced by the external environments while being constrained by
internal structures and other organizational characteristics. Thus, the process
of top management succession is an adaptive event that can be affected by the
broad environmental and organizational context (Friedman & Singh, 1989).
This approach, albeit reflecting the segmented state of current research on
top management succession, shows that there is a limit to pure conceptual
thinking on this multilevel issue (House, Rousseau, & Thomas-Hunt, 1995;
Klein, Tosi, & Cannella, 1999; Simon, 1962). It also creates a springboard
leading to the more formal and systematic explorations of the research issues
using computer modeling. Figure 1 has depicted the main relationships of
these factors.

A FORMAL COMPUTER MODEL

Organizations are dynamic, complex, and open systems (J. D. Thompson,
1967). To study the impact of top management succession, we must under-
stand the internal dynamic processes and sort out various complex relation-
ships across different levels in organizations. To do so requires a multilevel
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approach and an appropriate methodology (House et al., 1995; Rousseau &
House, 1994).

A MULTILEVEL APPROACH

According to House et al. (1995), a multilevel approach or a “meso”
approach

concerns the simultaneous study of at least two levels of analysis wherein (a)
one or more levels concern individual or group behavioral processes or vari-
ables, (b) one or more levels concern organizational processes or variables,
and (c) the processes by which the levels of analysis are related are articulated
in the form of bridging, or linking, propositions. (p. 73)

A multilevel approach can allow researchers of organizations to investigate
the fundamental building blocks of organizations, provide richer and more
diverse interpretations of the meanings and functioning of organizations, and
demonstrate deeper understanding of researchers’ assumptions (Rousseau &
House, 1994). Therefore, it provides the best alternative to understanding top
management successions, which involve multiple levels of linking processes
in organizations.
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Scholars have also shown, however, that multilevel research requires fun-
damentally different thinking than conventional approaches (House et al.,
1995; Klein et al., 1999; Rousseau & House, 1994). From a multilevel per-
spective, the causal relationship between the micro-level behavior and the
macro-level organizational outcome can go both ways and the interactions
among different factors no longer follow statistical analogy.

A COMPUTER MODELING TECHNIQUE

To implement the multilevel approach and examine the various interact-
ing factors, we have relied on the computer simulation method. Computer
modeling, as “an extension of human cognition” (Simon, 1973) and “a third
symbol language besides natural language and mathematics” (Ostrom,
1988), has its unique advantages over other methods such as qualitative case
studies, quantitative data analyses, and mathematical modeling (Axelrod,
1997; Taber & Timpone, 1996).

First of all, the problems we have attempted to address involve micro-
macro processes with complex and adaptive relations that are mathemati-
cally and statistically inexpressible and under environmental and organiza-
tional contexts that are impossible to manipulate in the real world (Axelrod,
1997; Earley & Brittain, 1993; Harrison, 1998). Second, computer modeling
can be used to express theory—to build models embedded in programs
(Axelrod, 1997; Earley & Brittain, 1993; Taber & Timpone, 1996). It can
also be used to enhance accuracy and realism of theories (Weick, 1979) by
allowing the researchers to model the internal mechanisms of “black boxes”
of organizations (Axelrod, 1997; Harrison, 1998) and move beyond loose
conceptual terms in organization theories. Finally, computer modeling can
provide a more systematic and powerful tool for potentially integrating dif-
ferent perspectives in organization and management studies (Pfeffer, 1993),
which is also the hope of this study for the field of top management
successions.

Since the seminal work by Cyert and March (1963), computational mod-
els have been effectively employed in numerous organizational studies (e.g.,
Carley and Lin, 1997; Earley & Brittain, 1993; Harrison & Carroll, 1991).
Some scholars have also contrasted computational models with human
experiments. For example, Carley and her associates (Carley, 1996a; Carley &
Lin, 1994; Carley, Prietula, & Lin, 1998) have found that the outcome of their
CORP (Computational Organizational Performance) model became very
close to that of humans in laboratory experiments when limited experiential
training was provided. Burton and Obel (1984) have further demonstrated
that when compared with field experiments and laboratory experiments,
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computational models have performed well on all major dimensions: internal
validity, statistical conclusion validity, external validity, and construct
validity.

Like any other research method, computational modeling has its own lim-
itations. We believe, however, by relying on this particular method, we will
be able to systematically explore an important research issue, which would
otherwise be impossible. We also hope that the results from this study will
provide some new insights and directions for future research, both empiri-
cally and theoretically, which may greatly expand our thinking of the field of
top management succession. The benefit of using computer modeling, there-
fore, far outweighs the opportunity loss if the current research is left in the
segmented state.

OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL

Two main approaches to computational modeling have existed. The first
one tends to follow the engineering tradition and assume that the reality can
be fully captured if the model is complex enough (M. B. Thompson, 1994).
They, however, have frequently ignored findings from the organization sci-
ence and overlooked the underlying mechanism that truly drives the phe-
nomena. For this study, we take a different approach, namely, an organiza-
tion science–based approach. We follow the idea by Simon (1947) and
recognize the limit of human cognition. Our model strives to focus on the
essence of the reality that is most relevant to the research issue. This approach
has been proven to be more beneficial for us to understand the underlying
dynamics of the phenomenon. This is also a favored approach in the model-
ing discipline for achieving the balance of research purpose and model sim-
plicity (Burton & Obel, 1995).

Like many researchers of complex organizations, for this study, we adopt
the agent-based method for our computational modeling as it has incorpo-
rated many developments in the field of artificial intelligence (Weiss, 1999).
The agent-based simulation method allows the modeling of not only
cognitively intelligent individual members (nodes) and their adaptive inter-
personal relationships but also organizational-level outcomes in a dynamic
and controlled setting (Axelrod, 1997). Agent-based models therefore per-
mit researchers to examine the emergent patterns of human interactions
based on more realistic replications of basic human behaviors (Carley & Lin,
1997; Glance, Hogg, & Huberman, 1997; Lounamaa & March, 1987; Taber
& Timpone, 1996).

For this study, we built our model based on Carley and Lin’s (1997) ear-
lier version, which was also tested in their comparison studies with human
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organizations (Carley, 1996a; Carley & Lin, 1994; Carley et al., 1998). It has
been proven to be both empirically valid and methodologically reliable. Our
model, however, has extended their agent-based model in that it is interested
in the role of a much broader set of contextual variables in the multilevel pro-
cesses of a specific and important organizational phenomenon.

For this study, we have relied heavily on the literature in organizational
learning, organization design, and the open systems perspective when mak-
ing assumptions of the key components of the model (Carley, 1996b). Simi-
lar to the simulation work by Earley and Brittain (1993), our model is com-
posed of multiple levels, specifically individual, organizational, and
environmental. Our model has followed their approach and linked micro-
level individual behavior to organizational-level performance with a
dynamic process model that integrates individual learning, organizational
design, knowledge transfer, and environmental uncertainty. The general
computer simulation model is illustrated in Figure 2, with all the main mod-
ules to be further described below.

To run the computer model, the researcher can input parameters specify-
ing the different choices of components based on the design of the simulation
experiment. The model will then link the selected component modules to
generate the corresponding performance results. The model’s source code is
written in C in a UNIX environment. Due to space limitations, not all
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technical details can be included here, although a general algorithm is listed
in the appendix. Additional technical information can be obtained on request
or from similar studies using agent-based modeling methods (Glance et al.,
1997; Lin & Carley, 1995; Lounamaa & March, 1987; Weiss, 1999).

MODELING THE INDIVIDUAL LEVEL:
LEARNING AGENTS

At the individual level of the computational model, the building blocks
are “agents,” which represent members of the organization. Similar to the
work by Earley and Brittain (1993) and Lant and Hurley (1999), we assume
that an individual agent is capable of learning from past experience, whether
positive or negative (K. J. Cohen & Cyert, 1965). Such a trial and error learn-
ing, according to Lant and Mezias (1992), is based on the assumption that
“behavior that is associated with success will be repeated and behavior that is
associated with failure will not be repeated.” We create different agents in the
computer program to allow them to have both memories and learning capa-
bilities (Carley & Lin, 1997; Glance et al., 1997). Each agent can carry out
some basic functions such as reading information from other sources, pro-
cessing information according to a specific procedure, passing out informa-
tion, and learning from past experiences. Following the principle that prior
knowledge can be represented in a person’s cognitive structures to interpret
new information signals (W. Cohen & Levinthal, 1990), we have built, in our
model, an experiential learning procedure for each agent to process the infor-
mation and make his or her best possible judgment while relying on his or her
past experiences (Carley & Lin, 1997). For example, if an agent sees the fol-
lowing three pieces of information—1, 2, 3 (a subset of the nine components
of the problem faced by the whole organization)—he or she will trace back to
the memory to see how these three pieces of information have led to what true
decision outcomes for the whole organization in the past. If the frequencies
of past true decisions being 1, 2, and 3 with that partial set of information are
10, 35, and 4, respectively, the member will report a decision of 2, as this has
occurred the most in the past.

Although such individuals are highly abstract, we believe they have cap-
tured the decision-making essence of a “boundedly-rational” human being
(March & Simon, 1958). Each individual follows the satisficing approach
and is not keen on finding the best alternative. Rather, he or she is satisfied
with the most convenient and most familiar solutions, which can be obtained
through following existing organizational procedures or using heuristic
shortcuts based on prior experience. We also assume that all individuals will
eventually receive feedback about how the organization as a whole has
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performed (in the real world, such feedback can often be obtained through
audit reports, shareholder reactions, and even the media), although such
feedback may sometimes be misleading for specific individuals at the lower
levels due to distributed decision-making setting and bounded rationality
(Carley & Lin, 1997; Lant & Mezias, 1992). Our model therefore has also
considered cases where learning may not always be beneficial, such as in
many real world situations.

MODELING THE ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL:
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES

At the organizational level, similar to the work by Earley and Brittain
(1993) and Carley and Lin (1997), we assume that each individual, although
capable of learning and communicating, is also constrained by the design of
the organizational settings such as communication structures. Scholars, in
particular sociologists and organizational institutional theorists (Zucker,
1986; Coleman, 1990), have long argued that organizations can resort to
structures and procedures to regulate their members’ behaviors thus limiting
individual discretion. Although there are different forms of organizational
structures, organizations in the real world are mostly structured along the
vertical and horizontal differentiation (Hall, 1991). As a result, we are limit-
ing ourselves to the study of two extreme cases—hierarchy versus team
structures (Figure 2)—because they are not only the most studied in manage-
ment research but also represent the two ends of the structural spectrum
(Weick, 1979). These two structures should pose different challenges to top
management successions (Lin & Hui, 1999). Similar modeling of organiza-
tional structures can be found in various other studies (Glance et al., 1997;
Lin & Hui, 1999).

Hierarchy. In this structure, there are nine bottom-level analysts (or base-
level units), three middle-level managers (or middle-level units), and one
top-level manager. Each analyst examines one piece of information from the
external industry environment and makes a recommendation to his or her
immediate middle-level manager. Because each problem comprises nine
individual characteristics, the information an analyst has access to is thus
partially shared by other analysts. Each middle-level manager examines the
recommendations from his or her subordinates and makes a recommendation
to the top-level manager. The top-level manager examines the middle-level
managers’ recommendations and makes the organizational decision. There
are two levels of management with the top-level manager as the top
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organizational level and the base-level analysts and middle-level managers
as the subunit level.

Team (or flat hierarchy). In this structure, there are nine bottom-level ana-
lysts (or base-level units) and one top-level manager. Each analyst examines
three pieces of information from the external industry environment and
makes a recommendation. Each piece of information is accessed by three dif-
ferent analysts. All analysts report to the top-level manager. The manager
examines these recommendations and makes the organizational decision.
There is only one level of management with the top-level manager as the top
organizational level and the base-level analysts as the subunit level. The
manager of the team may also be considered a coordinator who bases his or
her decisions on the collective opinions of all the team members.

The modeling of the two structures, although stylized, can allow us to
examine, to a great extent, the impact of structural differences on top man-
agement successions.

MODELING THE CROSS-LEVELS:
TOP MANAGEMENT SUCCESSIONS

Bridging both the individual and the organizational levels, we have mod-
eled two types of top management successions based on the literature in this
field (e.g., Guthrie & Datta, 1997; Worrell et al., 1993): internal promotion
and external hiring. This has allowed us to examine how different top man-
agement successions may affect organizational performance while being
constrained by different organizational structure and later different environ-
mental conditions. Although we understand that there can be other forms of
top management succession under different conditions, we hope the results
from the two main stylized succession types can bring a solid start to the more
important and comprehensive issues in the future.

Internal promotion. In this type of top management succession, the top-
level manager is replaced by any of the immediate lower level members from
within the same organization, whose position will be filled by a further lower
level member in the organization or by a new recruit from outside of the orga-
nization. This treatment contains the assumption from the structural equiva-
lence perspective and considers members at the same level to be equally
competent (Lorrain & White, 1971). This approach allows us to avoid some
unnecessary biases in the selection process and eliminate some potential
alternative explanations for the different effects by the two types of top
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management successions of interest: internal promotions versus external
hirings. In another article (Phelan & Lin, 2001), we have explored how dif-
ferent internal promotion mechanisms based on either competency, senior-
ity, or other factors may affect organizational performance.

In this study, such successions through internal promotions are mani-
fested in the computer model through the change of memories. If the organi-
zation is a three-tier hierarchy, for example, the successor will be from the
middle level, whose memory of the past experience will now replace that of
the top-level manager. Following that, a randomly chosen base-level mem-
ber will be promoted to fill the middle-level member’s position, again with
the memory redistribution. An untrained new member will finally be
recruited to fill the base-level member’s position. If the organization is a two-
tier team, the successor will be randomly chosen from the base level with the
new opening at the base level being filled by a new recruit.

External hiring. In this type of top management succession, the top-level
manager of an organization is replaced by a top-level manager of another
organization of similar structure while operating in a different environment.
Such a succession is again manifested in the computer model through the
replacement of agent memories. This, too, is an abstracted modeling part,
although we believe it can help us achieve the research goal of the study. In
future studies, we may further explore external hirings from organizations of
different structures.

MODELING THE ENVIRONMENTAL LEVEL:
PREDICTABILITY AND UNPREDICTABILITY

At the environmental level, following the work by J. D. Thompson
(1967), we assume that organizations are open systems so that they can be
affected by the uncertainty of the environment. Scholars have long listed var-
ious environmental characteristics that can affect an organization (Hannan &
Freeman, 1977). Among them, the uncertainty of the environment has
received the most attention and is considered the most critical of all (Aldrich,
1979; Virany et al., 1992). We model environmental uncertainty based on the
work of Aldrich (1979) that focuses on the distribution of the nature of differ-
ent task problems. The use of a computer simulation method has also allowed
us to prespecify the true nature of each problem faced by the organization,
thus permitting us to examine the impact of environment of different natures.

In the computer simulation model, a ternary choice classification task has
been built for organizations to make decisions regarding a series of quasi-
repetitive problems, relying on multiple indicators that can only be partly
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accessed by different organizational members in a distributed environment
(Carley & Lin, 1997). The basic component of such a problem-solving model
has been implemented in a variety of studies including the one by Hollenbeck
et al. (1998). In this study, we have further expanded it to include a much
richer organizational and environmental context. This task can find resem-
blance in real world settings that involve distributed decision making. For
example, in a manufacturing planning setting, the task can be considered as
consisting of a series of production proposals that require the organization to
decide whether to produce, hold, or reject the production of certain products
based on information from nine indicators such as financial status of the
company, human resources, technology, customer preference, and so forth.
Because of bounded rationality, each member of the organization naturally
can only process a limited number of pieces of information although each
one or two single indicators may not provide a complete picture of the situa-
tion. Thus, an organization’s decision requires coordination among various
people who work with different indicators.

Organizations operate under environments that can be predictable or
unpredictable (Aldrich, 1979). Organizations retrieve information from the
environment and make judgments to respond to the environment. The nature
of the industry environment and the way in which organizations respond to
the environment may affect organizations’ outcomes. In this study, we fol-
low the work by Aldrich (1979) and predefine two types of environment to
allow different distributions of problems of various natures to reflect the pre-
dictability/unpredictability of the environment. Studies have also found that
to model the predictability/unpredictability of the environment, the relation-
ships of the components in the equation may not be that important as long as
the distribution captures whether the environment is dispersed with all differ-
ent types of problems or is concentrated with few types of problems (Carley &
Lin, 1997). The detailed formula is as follows:

Σ = T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5 + T6 + T7 + T8 + T9 (1)

In the formula, each T refers to one specific indicator that can take an inte-
ger value ranging from 1 to 3, with a bigger number representing a more posi-
tive indication toward the decision to produce. By varying all possible values
of nine indicators, the computer model can create an industry environment
that has a total of 19,683 different combinations of problems. To make the
model more concrete, the task of the model can be to determine whether a
particular product has the potential to contribute to the overall growth of the
company. Each product has nine attributes that are manipulated by the
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computer program. These nine attributes can be interpreted as factors that
include the strategic match with company, growth rate, total investment, cash
flow, available technology, available manpower, customer preference, com-
petition, and profitability. For the predictable industry environment we
define the true state of the problem in such a way that if Σ ≤ 13 then the true
decision should be to reject; if Σ ≥ 18, then the correct decision should be to
produce, and if other values then the true decision should be to hold. Follow-
ing this formula, the industry environment contains 625 problems whose true
decision should be to reject (meaning not pursue), 7,647 problems whose
true decisions should be to hold (wait before pursuing), and 11,411 problems
whose true decisions should be to produce. With the domination of one type
of problems whose true state is to produce, the organization is facing a more
certain environment and may have less of a chance of making a mistake if it
decides to produce.

For the unpredictable industry environment, we use the same formula, but
we define the true decision as reject if Σ ≤ 16, as produce if Σ ≥ 20, and as hold
if otherwise. With this manipulation, we have an industry environment that
regards one third of decisions of reject as correct, one third of decisions of
hold as correct, and one third of decisions of produce as correct. In this case,
the organization may have a tougher time making the correct decisions when
faced with a particular problem because of increased uncertainty.

The manipulations of the industry environment are modeled independ-
ently and are not known to organizations. Because of such manipulations, we
will then be able to examine whether such industry environment manipula-
tion has an effect on organizations with different top management
successions.

MODELING OTHER ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS:
ORGANIZATIONAL AGE

For this study, we also wish to examine if organizational age may be a
moderating factor for top management successions. Organizational age is
fundamentally about the accumulated experience of an organization, the
importance of which has been frequently documented in prior studies
(Carroll & Harrison, 1998; Hannan & Freeman, 1984; Glance et al., 1997;
Lin & Hui, 1999). For this study, we focus on two extreme cases of organiza-
tional age: young or mature. As organizational age is about the learning expe-
rience from past problems, we use the number of problems processed by an
organization as an indicator for age. In this sense, each problem can also be
considered an event that requires time to process. To differentiate young
from mature organizations, we purposely let young organizations process
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much fewer problems than mature organizations before successions take
place. Our preliminary test shows that the experience of an organization can
be significantly different if it has processed less than 30 problems as com-
pared with more than 300 problems. Prior experiments using human partici-
pants for decision-making tasks have also shown that it takes about 30 prob-
lems for a human being to be gaining sufficient experience to start to make
educated judgment (Carley, 1996a; Carley & Lin, 1994; Carley et al., 1998).
The performance of a simulated organization in the model becomes stable
once it has processed 300 problems. Therefore to define a young organiza-
tion, we allow the organization to process 20 problems, and for a mature
organization we allow the organization to process 1,000 problems, before
successions are to take place. As will be described later, this will also give us
enough room to examine the performance difference before and after
successions.

MODELING THE ORGANIZATIONAL-LEVEL OUTCOME:
DECISION-MAKING PERFORMANCE

For this study, we focus on the decision-making accuracy of the organiza-
tion as an indicator of organizational performance. Specifically, the perfor-
mance is measured as the percentage of correct decisions made by the organi-
zation given the number of problems processed by the organization under the
prespecified experimental conditions. Therefore, to study the effect of top
management succession on organizational performance, we can examine the
difference between the performance after the succession and the perfor-
mance prior to the succession (Pfeffer & Davis-Blake, 1986).

VIRTUAL EXPERIMENTS

With the above modeling designs, we can have a series of 16 virtual
experiments based on four factors, each with two possible values: 2 types of
top management succession (1 = internal promotion or 0 = external hiring) ×
2 types of organizational structure (1 = hierarchy or 0 = team) × 2 types of
organizational age (1 = mature or 0 = young) × 2 type of industry environ-
ment (1 = predictable or 0 = unpredictable). For each of the 16 experiments,
we provide the organization with a set of problems generated from the cur-
rent industry environment. We then measure the organization’s performance
at different stages of the problem periods before and after the succession
depending on the type of organizational age.

As we can see, for each factor of the experimental design, we have
focused on the opposite extremes through the purposeful selection of certain
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parameter values in the model design. Doing so has allowed us to effectively
pursue our research issue, that is, to examine the differential effect of the
organizational and environmental context on top management successions.
This is also similar to a “what-if” analysis of the research issue. The actual
numbers in creating these extreme opposites therefore becomes less impor-
tant than the fact that there are significant differences between them.

To run the virtual simulation experiments, a researcher can specify the
particular type of industry environment, organizational structure, succession
type, and organizational age he or she is interested in. Once the parameters
are inputted into the computer model, the computer will conduct top manage-
ment succession under these conditions to see how performance is affected.
Specifically, each organization will go through either 20 or 1,000 random
problems from the studied industry environment, depending on organiza-
tional age, before the top management succession. After that the organization
will go through another 1,000 random problems from the same industry envi-
ronment. The performance by the organization right before (last 10 problems
leading to top management succession) and after the top management suc-
cession (the first 10 problems after the top management succession) is then
recorded.

RESULTS

The descriptive statistics and the correlation are listed in Table 1, along
with the definition and possible values of each variable. The negative mean
value of RELPERF shows that on average, top management successions may
not help organizational performance, which seems to echo the vicious circle
view of top management successions (Friedman & Singh, 1989).

Following the open system’s perspective, we extend our exploration into
the broad organizational and environmental contexts. We rely on a regres-
sion analysis and look at how the four variables, ENVIRONMNT, STRU,
STYPE, and MATURITY, plus the interaction of ENVIRONMNT and
STRU, contribute to the performance change RELPERF resulted from top
management successions. Table 2 contains two models: Model 1, which tests
the main effect of the four variables and Model 2, which also contains the
interactions between ENVIRONMNT and STRU (Table 2). To test Hypoth-
eses 1, 2, 4, and 5, we rely mainly on Model 1. To test Hypothesis 3, we rely
on Model 2.
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HYPOTHESIS 1: THE ROLE OF INDUSTRY ENVIRONMENT

When we look at the effect of ENVIRONMNT while controlling for other
factors in Model 1, we can see that it is significant, although not at the stron-
gest level. The result shows that when compared with an unpredictable envi-
ronment, a predictable environment tends to negatively affect the change of
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TABLE 1

Descriptive Statistics and Correlation

N Minimum Maximum M SD 1 2 3 4

1. RPERF 480 –71.82 53.64 –5.02 22.13
2. ENVIRONMNT 480 .00 1.00 .50 .50 –.108*
3. STRU 480 .00 1.00 .50 .50 .030 .000
4. STYPE 480 .00 1.00 .50 .50 .245** .000 .000
5. MATURITY 480 .00 1.00 .50 .50 –.193** .000 .000 .000

NOTE: RPERF: Relative organizational performance due to succession, a value ranging from
-100 to 100; ENVIRONMNT: Industry environment, with 1 for predictable and 0 for unpredict-
able environment; STRU: Organizational structure, with 1 for hierarchy and 0 for team structure;
STYPE: Succession type, with 1 for internal promotion and 0 for external hiring; MATURITY:
Maturity of organization, with 1 for mature and 0 for young organizations.
*Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). **Correlation is significant at the .01 level
(2-tailed).

TABLE 2

Regression Results on the Change of Performance (RELPERF)
Due to Top Management Successions

Model 1 Model 2
Variables Coefficients Coefficients

Intercept –4.446* –.807
ENVIRONMNT –4.755* –12.033***
STRU 1.314 –5.964*
STYPE 10.814*** 10.814***
MATURITY –8.529*** –8.529***
ENVIRONMNT × STRU — 14.556***
N 480 480
R2 (adjusted) .102 .127
P (model) .000 .000

*p < .05. ***p < .005.



organizational performance after top management successions. This sup-
ports Hypothesis 1. This result suggests that in a stable and routine environ-
ment, established institutional practices may provide continuity of valuable
knowledge to organizations whereas changes at the top management level
may disrupt such continuities.

HYPOTHESIS 2: THE ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

When examining the effect of different forms of organizations in Model 1,
we can see that the coefficient of STRU is not statistically significant. In
other words, organizational structure has shown little effect on top manage-
ment succession. This result is interesting in that it suggests that the trade-off
of having a hierarchy versus a team structure may not be that big to offset the
effect of top management successions. This supports Hypothesis 2.

HYPOTHESIS 4: THE ROLE OF SUCCESSION TYPE

From Model 1, we can see a significant and positive effect by STYPE on
the change of organizational performance due to top management succes-
sions. In another words, internal promotions tend to help organizations to
achieve better performance than external hirings. This suggests that external
hirings may pose more challenges to organizations in the short term. This
also seems to echo the view that external hiring is often used for public rela-
tions reasons instead of for performance purposes (Lieberson & O’Connor,
1972; Ocasio, 1994). The result supports Hypothesis 4.

HYPOTHESIS 5: THE ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONAL AGE

When examining, in Model 1, the effect of maturity of organizations on
the change of organizational performance due to top management succes-
sions, we can see a significant and negative effect by MATURITY. This
result shows that top management succession is generally not as helpful for
mature organizations as for young organizations. This is consistent with the
views by some scholars who argue that mature organizations can have a more
institutionalized environment and a stronger structural inertia, which may
reduce the role of individual top managers (Hannan & Freeman, 1984;
Powell & DiMaggio, 1991). This supports Hypothesis 5.

HYPOTHESIS 3: THE ROLE OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN
ENVIRONMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Now we look at Model 2 with the interactions of industry environment and
organizational structure. We can see that the interaction has a strong and sig-
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nificantly positive effect on the change of organizational performance. This
result shows that in a predictable industry environment, a hierarchy structure
can help top management succession to have a positive impact on organiza-
tional performance. In contrast, in an unpredictable industry environment, a
team structure may provide the help for top management succession. These
results suggest that whereas industry environment can have impact on top
management succession, organizations can also design different structures to
counter environmental challenges (Courtright et al., 1989; J. D. Thompson,
1967). Hypothesis 3 is thus supported.

SUMMARY

The results from the simulation model have provided support for all five
of the hypotheses. They have also pointed out the conditions under which top
management successions may be helpful to organizational performance.
When we compare the main effects of the four variables in Model 2 with
those in Model 1, we can see a similar pattern, with the exception of STRU,
which now has a slightly significant coefficient. This again suggests that the
value of an organizational structure may be contingent on the nature of the
environment an organization is in.

DISCUSSION

From an open system’s perspective, this study has examined the effect of
top management successions on organizational performance, in particular,
decision-making accuracy, while considering various important contingency
factors such as industry environment, organizational structure, succession
type, and organizational age. Through a formal computer model, we have
explored both the internal processes of top management successions in deci-
sion-making settings and the interactions between such processes and the
various contingency factors. The results show that whether top management
successions may affect organizational performance and, if so, how organiza-
tional performance is affected, depends on the contextual variables. Our
study suggests that an open system’s perspective powered by a systematic
and sophisticated approach may yield more concrete insights into the issue,
thus bridging different views in the field of top management successions.

MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE STUDY

The current study differs from prior research of top management succes-
sion in four main aspects: an open systems perspective with internal and
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external organizational factors, a focus on organizational outcome (decision-
making accuracy), a multilevel approach, and a computational methodology.
First, we have taken the open system’s perspective and considered organiza-
tions as affected by the larger context of their environments (Aldrich, 1979;
Scott, 1987; J. D. Thompson, 1967). Organizations must respond to the envi-
ronmental challenges to survive. Furthermore, the effectiveness of a particu-
lar organization may have to be evaluated ultimately against the external
constituencies of an organization (Aoki, 1994). Organizational environ-
ments provide organizations with opportunities and constraints. Thus, the
functionality of a particular organizational activity, such as top management
succession, can and needs to be examined in terms of its performance under
organizational environments with which the organization continuously
interacts (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; Scott, 1987; J. D. Thompson, 1967).

Second, our study has focused on an objective outcome of organizations,
namely, the accuracy of decision making. We take the view that poor deci-
sion making causes poor organizational performance, which is also one of
the main causes for top management change (Pfeffer & Davis-Blake, 1986).
In turn, the outcome of top management successions affects how organiza-
tions make future decisions. Whereas many prior studies have focused on
such outcomes as stock price and stockholder reactions (Worrell et al.,
1993), we take the position that decision making is the key to any organiza-
tional operation and that organizations must make good decisions to survive
(Scott, 1987). Decision-making accuracy is one of the most important per-
formance measures of organizations as it is often regarded as the heart of an
organization (Simon, 1947), and organizational operation is often repre-
sented as a series of decision-making activities (Scott, 1987).

Third, we have taken a multilevel approach to address the top manage-
ment succession issue. According to Rousseau and House (1994), such a
multilevel approach can allow researchers to investigate the fundamental
building blocks of organizations, provide richer and more diverse interpreta-
tions of the meanings and functioning of organizations, and demonstrate
deeper understanding of the researchers’ assumptions. We believe such an
approach also provides the best alternative to understand how top manage-
ment succession affects organizations. With this multilevel approach cou-
pled with a sophisticated modeling technique, we have also moved beyond
the conventional contingency theory by providing systematic, concrete, and
precise insights (Schoonhoven, 1981). Multilevel research also requires
nonconventional thinking when we intend to interpret the causal relation-
ships or interaction effects. Oftentimes, the interactions among different fac-
tors no longer follow statistical analogy (House et al., 1995). These,
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however, may also pose bigger challenges for multilevel researchers to reach
the general management audience.

Finally, we have adopted a computational methodology. Studies in top
management succession often rely on archival data or field methodologies.
These methodologies have their merits, but no methodology itself can offer a
complete picture for the complex real world phenomena under study. For
example, archival data rarely capture intraorganizational practices. Field
studies, however, would have to address the issue of how to enhance the
response rate from participants (e.g., Jobber, Mirza, & Wee, 1991). Studies
on top management succession may benefit from methodologies besides the
use of archival data and field surveys. In the present study, we have relied on
a different methodology—computer modeling. Computer modeling has the
advantage of manipulating even complex environmental settings and afford-
ing higher levels of control, which are impossible to accomplish in the real
world. Thus, computer modeling can complement results obtained via archi-
val data or field studies and further advance theoretical thoughts by provid-
ing a comprehensive and internally coherent model. Scholars such as
Axelrod (1997) have even claimed that “simulation is necessary because the
interactions of adaptive agents typically lead to nonlinear effects that are not
amenable to the deductive tools of formal mathematics” (p. 4). He further
argues that “the simulation of an agent-based model is often the only viable
way to study populations of agents who are adaptive rather than fully ratio-
nal” (p. 4). Harrison (1998) also states that “simulation is similar to theoreti-
cal derivation in a very fundamental way. Both approaches obtain results
from a set of assumptions. The results are the logical and inevitable conse-
quences of the assumptions, barring errors.”

VALIDITY ISSUES OF THE STUDY

Like any other simulation studies, this study needs to confront the issue of
validity, which is related to the grounding of the assumptions of the model.
Grounding involves establishing the reasonableness of a computational
model, specifically, demonstrating that the simplifications made in design-
ing the model do not seriously detract from its credibility and the likelihood
that it will provide important insights (Carley, 1996b). Some scholars even
argue that “simulation can also be a valuable research tool even when
grounding is not possible” as “it is still a legitimate scientific endeavor” (Har-
rison, 1998).

In the process of building the model, we have relied heavily on prior
research in organizational learning, organization design, and the open sys-
tem’s perspective. We believe our model has captured features that are
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central to the organization, although it may not perfectly fit the description of
any one real world organization. The building blocks of our model are
boundedly rational individuals who are capable of learning and communicat-
ing while under constrained organizational and environmental conditions
(March & Simon, 1958; Simon, 1947). Even though the building blocks are
relatively simple, studies have shown that the outcome at the organizational
level can be complex or even chaotic, given the fact that the organizations in
our model consist of dynamic and nonlinear relationships (Earley & Brittain,
1993).

Similar to the work of Earley and Brittain (1993), we do not intend our
model to be all encompassing. Instead, we want to have a balanced model by
choosing a specific set of variables to capture particular aspects of top man-
agement succession and organizational performance (Burton & Obel, 1995).
This philosophy of model can also be seen in the work of K. J. Cohen and
Cyert (1965). We also understand that although there are advantages to using
the simulation method, results from a simulation model are only a precursor
for future empirical research (Earley & Brittain, 1993).

The validity of our model can be further enhanced by the fact that the core
of the simulation model is based on prior models that have been empirically
tested (e.g., Carley, 1996a). Based on the studies by Carley and her associates
(Carley, 1996a; Carley et al., 1998), such models can very well capture the
basic behaviors of human decision making, in particular when the tasks are
relatively simple and the settings are controlled.

This study has its boundary conditions and limitations. For example, it has
only focused on natural top management successions and the consequences
of such successions. Performance antecedents are not emphasized, although
considered, in the demonstration of relative succession effects. Additionally,
this study has only examined decision making in a distributed setting. There
are situations that we have not included, in which organizations can face
more homogeneous tasks or simpler tasks that do not require the distributed
expertise and so consensus decision making may be more desirable. In future
studies, we should also explore a wide range of characteristics of the industry
environment to fully understand the environmental conditions of top man-
agement succession. With these boundary conditions, we should exercise
caution when attempting to apply the conclusions of this study to a broader
setting.

This study has also taken a strong structural equivalence view in that it
regards individuals in structurally equivalent roles as having similar capabil-
ities and functions, although their relationships can change (Lorrain &
White, 1971). This view is different from some of the micropsychological
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perspectives. Although we wish we could have developed a model that cap-
tures all individual differences, we also understand that would be impossible
to do at the current stage without the contamination of the more important
behavioral effects this study is focusing on. By taking the structural equiva-
lence approach, we have been able to derive the effect of top management
succession as a result of behaviors in well-controlled environmental and
organizational contexts.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

With the further development of the field of top management succession
research and the advancement of modeling technology, this study can be
improved to encompass broader aspects of top management successions
with different cultural implications, while considering wider ranges of envi-
ronmental and organizational context, which may ultimately yield further
insights. It will also be beneficial for us to learn more from available cases of
real world organizations, which, although they may not be as systematic and
controlled, may help provide new empirical information for further theoreti-
cal development of the model. Despite these areas for potential improve-
ment, we believe findings from this study can shed light on the field of top
management succession research and provide new directions that can be fur-
ther pursued both theoretically and empirically.

APPENDIX
A GENERAL ALGORITHM OF THE COMPUTER MODEL

Experimental Setting

1. Set experimental context through the selection of industry environment (pre-
dictable or unpredictable), organizational structure (hierarchy or team), pro-
motion type (internal promotion or external hiring), and organizational age
(mature or young).

2. If all possible combinations have been selected, go to Step 13; otherwise, go
to Step 3.

Problem Generation

3. Generate random task problems, each having nine components that can ran-
domly be 1, 2, or 3 for the organization to process under the selected experi-
mental setting.
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Organizational Processes

4. Each bottom-level analyst accesses a subset of the nine problem components
as specified by the organization structure, makes a decision using the experi-
ential learning procedure, and passes up the recommendation to his or her
designated manager.

5. If the organization structure is a team/flat hierarchy structure, skip this step
and go to Step 6. Each middle-level manager reads recommendations from
his or her subordinates as specified by the organization structure, makes a
decision using the experiential learning procedure and passes up the recom-
mendation to the top-level manager.

6. The top-level manager reads recommendations from his or her subordinates
as specified by the organizational structure and makes the final decision using
the experiential learning procedure.

7. The computer registers the top-level manager’s final decision as the organiza-
tion’s decision and calculates the true nature of the problem based on the for-
mula from the specified task environment. The computer then compares the
organizational decision with the true nature of the problem, records the com-
parison results, and provides feedback to the whole organization.

8. If the pre-specified number of problems have been processed, go to Step 9;
otherwise, go to Step 3.

Top Management Successions

9. If the organizational age is mature, succession sequence happens after 1,000
problems have been processed by the organization; if the organizational age
is young, succession sequence happens after only 20 problems have been pro-
cessed by the organization.

10. If the succession type is internal promotion, succession sequence goes
through the specified internal promotion chain reactions and memory
replacements; if the succession type is external hiring, succession sequence
allows the replacement of the top-level manager’s memory by another one
from outside the organization across a different industry environment.

11. Go through Steps 3-7 again after the succession.
12. If the prespecified number of problems have been processed, go to Step 1;

otherwise, go to Step 11.
13. Calculate and compare organizations’ decision performance prior to and after

successions under each experimental setting.
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